The integrated approach is a classifier established on statistical estimator and artificial neural network. This consists of preliminary data whitening transformation which provides good starting weight vector, and fast training of single layer perceptron (SLP). If sample size is extremely small in comparison with dimensionality, this approach could be ineffective. In the present paper, we consider joint utilization of structures and conventional regularization techniques of sample covariance matrices in order to improve recognition performance in very difficult case where dimensionality and sample size do not differ essentially. The techniques considered reduce a number of parameters estimated from training set. We applied our methodology to handwritten Japanese character recognition and found that combination of the integrated approach, conventional regularization and various structurization methods of covariance matrix outperform other methods including optimized Regularized Discriminant Analysis (RDA).
Introduction
One of characteristic elements of modern pattern classification tasks is extremely large number of features that are of the similar origin. An example is classification of handwritten Japanese characters. Since the features are mutually correlated, one cannot ignore the correlations for designing the pattern classification algorithm. To reduce complexity/sample size problems, one needs to structurize covariance matrix (CM), i.e. describe it by small number of parameters. Two decades ago such approach has been used for classification of time series [1, 2] , 2D remote sensing image classification [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . Structurization approach has been utilized also in recognition of handwritten Japanese characters, too.
In many real world problems, distributions density functions of single features have clear deviation from Gaussian law. Promising way to solve such pattern recognition tasks is utilization of artificial neural networks based methods which do not require assumptions about type of distribution density functions of input features. In case of successful training, often one obtains good results. There are two main difficulties to apply such methods. First, results obtained depend on initial conditions (weight vector). Secondly, if input features are highly correlated, in high-dimensional situations the data becomes almost singular. This makes training become very slow.
A way to diminish the perceptron initialization problem and singularity of the data is the integrated approach of statistical and neural networks based methods [8] [9] [10] . Instead of using statistical estimate of CM to design the statistical classifier (denoted by CL s ), we use CM for data whitening transformation. In subsequent training of SLP, this strategy leads classifier CL s just after the first bach-mode training with zero valued initial weight in the transformed feature space.
If the assumption of structure of the CM is truth and sample size/complexity relationship is sufficiently high, we have a good start to train the perceptron further. Good initialization leads to high-quality result if one stops training in a right moment [11] . Moreover, data whitening speeds up training process.
The integrated approach has been derived with the assumption that CM's of both classes are the same. This approach could be ineffective because of unequal CM's. It also could be ineffective when the assumptions of the structures of the CM are far from reality, due to use of wrong covariance structures or use of unreliable estimates which are calculated from small samples for the dimensionality. To improve effectiveness of the integrated approach, one can introduce additional regularization of the CM. An objective of the present paper is to investigate joint application of the CM regularization, standard and special CM structures designed for 2D spatial image recognition to the integrated approach for discrimination of handwritten characters. We performed experiments with similar pairs of Japanese characters (Fig. 1) , however, our methodology is not application specific. The standard CM structures are widely used structures, and the special ones are prepared with taking into account nature of feature vectors of 2D images: distant pixels in the 2D image have less important correlations. The covariance matrices of similar classes are expected to be similar as well as the postulated correlations structures be truthful. We performed our investigation of 2 class discrimination in very difficult condition where the number of sum of sample sizes, n=N 1 +N 2 , and dimensionality, p, are approximately equal. N i is training sample size of class i.
Integrated Approach of Statistical Estimators and Artificial Neural Networks

Standard Fisher Linear Discriminant Function
The standard Fisher linear discriminant function is the most important rule to classify two categories, and offered the opportunity to give birth to the integrated approach. Suppose both pattern classes share a common covariance matrix. Denote the pooled sample covariance matrix by S and the sample mean vectors of two classes by (1) x and ( 2) . 
Instead of S, a "better" (simplified) estimate of the covariance matrix (say S S ) could convert DF (1) into (another) statistical classifier CL s with possibly enhanced small sample properties.
Integrated Approach
In the integrated approach, the learning process consists of two stages: data whitening transformation by statistically estimated CM, and subsequent learning of SLP. Recognition is performed with trained SLP in transformed space. Preliminarily, all the samples (including test ones) are moved so that the mean of the training set becomes at the origin of the coordinate (i.e., (1) ( 2 )
Data whitening transformation
Let Λ and Φ be the eigenvalues matrix and eigenvectors matrix of sample estimate of simplified covariance matrix S S , i.e., S . 
Learning of SLP
Let the initial weight be zero vector. Then, the perceptron is trained by gradient descent method. After the first batch iteration, we obtain discriminant
+ − y y y y y y where (1) y and ( 2) y are the sample mean vectors in the transformed space, and E k is a scalar constant. This
.
The data whitening transformation gives good initial weights for training of SLP as long as the both classes share common CM and the distributions are well-estimated. For more details, see book [10] . Theoretically and practically, in subsequent training, SLP outperforms Fisher classifier if samples are non-Gaussian.
Structurized and Regularized Estimates of Covariance Matrix
In our research work, nine kinds of covariance matrix models are used (Fig. 4) . First of all, three models without clear structurization of CM were considered. They are statistical estimators rather than structurization methods. Model FULL use regularized pooled CM FULL . = S S In model FULL, we consider all p(p-1)/2 correlations (off-diagonal elements of CM). Model NO uses identity matrix. Note all CM models in this section become NO when 0 1. λ = Model SQDF is a method which bases statistical classifier SQDF [12] . Unlike to other models, class-dependent CM's are separately calculated and then pooled. Small eigenvalues of each CM are replaced by a constant. The constant is estimated by the maximum likelihood estimation. Here, the number of eigenvalues which are not constant is 5.
Based on the assumption that most correlations between distant pixels are low, three types of fixed structure models specialized for feature vectors of 2D image were used (see the description for the feature vector at the very beginning of Section 4). The fixed structure models used block-diagonal CM: 49B4 has 49 independent 4 × 4 blocks, 4B49 has 4 blocks of size 49 × 49, and 4B&49B covers both regions of 49B4 and 4B49. Because both 49B4 and 4B49 are rather restrictive ones, less restrictive and more sophisticated model, 4B&49B, is designed.
In addition to fixed structure models, we investigated three adaptive structured models. As a "dumb" model, we employ LARG, where much smaller correlations of CM are ignored so that the CM becomes close to diagonal. The second one is standard first-order tree dependence model TREE1 [8, 9] . Here, it is postulated that each feature depends only on one other feature. Therefore, an inverse of the matrix , ( )
TREE1
−
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, however, has 2p-1 non-zero elements. In general case, however, the inverse of non-structurized CM has p×p non-zero elements. In the previous research studies [9] , most often this model appeared as a best one in moderate sample size situations. The last one is EBD which block-diagonalizes CM after exchanging elements of the matrix in order that sub-covariance matrices contain larger elements [13] . 14 is used for the number of sub-matrices.
In the earlier stage of the investigation, we also considered scaled rotation regularization [10, 14] . In experiments with 196-dimensional data and relatively small learning sets (100 samples), this regularization method was too complex and ineffective.
If the number of training samples is too small, stucturized estimate of CM, S , S is unreliable. For more reliable estimation, we are obliged to introduce additional regularization, i. 
Experiments
In the experiments, 196-dimensional directional element feature [15] was used to represent handwritten Japanese characters in database ETL9B. Preliminary to extracting the feature vector, a character image was normalized nonlinearly [16] to fit in a 64×64 box. Then, skeleton were extracted, and line segments of vertical, horizontal and slanted at ±45 degrees were extracted. An image is divided into 49 sub-areas of 16×16 dots (see Fig.3 ). Sum of each segment in a region is an element of feature vector. Our purpose is to investigate potential possibilities of each of pattern classification method (strategy) in very difficult case where training set size n=N 1 +N 2 ≈ p. Therefore, for 196-dimensional feature vector, we considered N = N 1 = N 2 = 30, 50, 100, 150. This is a really critical situation of small sample/high dimensionality problem. In each experiment, we used test sets to find optimal regularization parameter which achieves minimum error rate. Each time we permuted 200 vectors in each pattern class. In each category, N samples were selected for training and remaining 200-N ones were for testing.
Preliminary experiments demonstrated that test error estimates depend on value λ notably. Optimal values of λ depend on CM structurization method, training set size and also on random split of data into training and test sets. In Fig. 3a , we present typical histogram of distribution in 250 experiments for model Tree1. In Fig. 3b , we have generalization errors as function of λ for five CM structurization methods (RDA, FULL, 4B&49B and Tree1) calculated from 250 experiments.
We analysed bivariate distributions of optimal values in Fig.3a . We found there is no or very small correlations between two distinct CM models considered. This means for each CM structurization model, one needs utilize its own (best) value of λ . Accordingly, optimal λ is CM structurization method dependent. For this reason, for each pair and CM structurization method for all handwritten character pairs in Fig.1 (named as A to N from upper left pair) , we performed ten preliminary experiments to evaluate approximately a fixed value of optimal λ to be used in the main experiments.
Average results obtained in 100 experiments for character pairs are presented in Table 1 . We see that joint utilization of prior information in form of postulated structure and additional regularization of CM are useful even when parameter λ is determined approximately. We found that there is no single CM structure best for all handprinted character pairs. Most often, fixed structure models such as 49B4, 4B49 and 4B&49B were the best. In several cases, statistical structure models such as Tree1 and SQDF outperformed the fixed structure models.
Experiments with different training set sizes are shown in Table 2 . This also confirmed usefulness of joint utilization of the CM structurization and regularization. The generalization error decreases uniformly with training set size N. The best two CM structurization models do not change with an increase in training set size. 
Concluding remarks
In the current paper, we considered performance of the integrated approach of statistical estimators and neural networks. The main purpose is to investigate potential possibilities of this approach combined with various strategies under very difficult condition where the number of sum of training vectors is almost dimensionality. We used similar pairs of handwritten Japanese characters. This aggravates more difficult situation. The strategies we used were 1) utilization of prior information in form of postulated structure of covariance matrix; 2) regularization of CM; 3) solution of the perceptron is regularized by early stopping before a minimum of the cost function. As prior information, nine kinds of structurization methods (models) were used. They also could be grouped as statistical models, fixed structure ones and adaptive structure ones. Fixed structure models are designed for feature vector of 2D spatial image. Regularization of CM directly improves data transformation which gives initialization of the perceptron. The number of learning steps of SLP decides complexity of pattern classification algorithm, too.
In experiments, utilization of structure models allowed us to reduce generalization error for most of the character pairs. For all 14 character pairs considered, error of "the best method" was on average 1.15 times smaller in comparison with the optimized regularized discriminant analysis. It was 1.05 times smaller than that of SLP with regularized maximum likelihood covariance matrix (model FULL) utilized for preliminary data transformation. Results of our research pointed out that joint utilization of structurization and conventional regularization of CM has a potential to improve efficacy of the integrated approach in designing pattern classifiers. The experiments show no structure is the best for all pairs. Therefore, the best structure and regularization parameter have to be selected for each pair and sample size respectively.
All three regularization techniques are acting simultaneously in the same directions. Thus, each of them can influence (reduce) effectiveness of other two. The effects of CM structures were also aggravated by the fact that most of distributions of the input features are highly asymmetric or bimodal, i.e. assumptions about Gaussian distributions were violated markedly [17] . In future research, the effects of factors aggravating positive effects have to be considered in detail. Practical techniques to select proper values of regularization parameters and optimal iteration should be developed. 
